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SUBJ comaentary list: moscow in german 20 apr 
Full Text Superzone of Message 
1 1. News, including: 1) report on taalks between Mikhail gorbachev and 

south korean president roh tae-woo ending in south korea on 20 apr. (1 min 
german 1600, 1700) 2) report on 20 apr "komsomols- kaya pravda" article by 
supreme that democracy is only way out of the mainfold problems of soviet 
society. (1 min german 1600, 1700) 3) report on appeal by chairman yuriy 
blokhin of "soyuz" deputies group of ussr supreme soviet at the second 
"soyuz" congress in moscow, demanding the proclamation of a 6- months 
state of emergency in the ussr to lead the coutry out of the current 
economic crisis. (1 min german 1600, 1700) 4) report on declaration of 
cpsu cc secretaritat protesting the decision by the armenian supreme 
soviet on nationalzation of cp assets as well as assets of former 
"komsomol" of armenia. (1 min german 1600 1700) 5) report on appeal by the 
heads of the central labor union organs of the six leading industrial 
branches of the ussr to the president of the ussr, the supreme soviet of 
the ussr, the supreme soviets of the union republics as well as to the 
peoples deputies to sit down at the negotiation table to discuss a way out 
of the current socio-economic crisis of the soviet union. (1 min german 
1600) 

2. 2. "Information magazine": 1) preview, weather, music. (2 min) 2) brief 
report on talks between presidents of ussr and south-korea, mikhai~~__ ............. " ......... . 
gorbachev and roh tae-woo, respectively, during gorbachevs recent visit to 
south korea, with both sides advocating development of economic 
cooperation and gorbachev supporting continuation of inner-korean 
dialogue. (2 min) 3) vyacheslav solovyon report on the continuing miniers 
strike in many parts of the ussr and its negative effects on soviet 
economy. The only way out would be negotiations and consequently a 
compromise, solovyov concludes. (4 min) 4) information about the beginning 
of a conference in moscow on 20 apr entitled "perestroyka yesterday, today 
and tommorrow", with leading soviet economists and politicians 
participating. (2 min) 5) vitaliy gurov review of the march 91 referendum 
result on the future of the ussr, decribing the position of the three 
baltic republics, georgia and armenia, quoting mikhail gorbachev and boris 
yeltsin on the subject, and pointing out that work on the finalk issue of 
the union treaty is being continued. (5 min) 6) unattributed report on a 
19 apr utterance by mossociet chairman gavril popov on the current state 
of work of the muscovite militia, followed by a tass information from 
leningrad noting that coooperation between leningrad and interpol is going 
to be developed. (2 min) 7) viktor glazunov contribution entitled "once 
again hupka", noting that official germany had renounced any territorial 
claim to any country in europe. Yet herbter hupka, chairman of the 
"silesian landsmann- schaft", truned up once again and started proclaiming 
the old slogans terming the german-polish border a "border of unjustice" 
which must not be recongnized. Glazunov expresses the hope that such 
utterances might not became the signal for a new revanchist campaign. (3 
min) 8) tass from yaroslavl informaing that days of german culture" where 
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opened in yaroslavl on 19 apr and are going to last for one week. (1 min) 
9) talk by major general vadim pukhov, representative of the soviet 
general staff, on the united nations mission of 20 soviet militaries who 
are going to be stationed along the kuwaiti-iraqui border as u.N. 
Observers. This is a complicated and responsible task in the interest of 
the world community, pukhov underlines. (4 min) 10) yevgeniy vasilyev talk 
with bernhard (klaus), memeber of the bavarian ministry of food, 
agriculture and forestry on the perspective development of cooperatio and 
goods exchange between bavaria, frg, and the ussr. (4 min) 11) tass 
information quoting a 19 apr "vechemyaya alma ata" article on an ufo 
which was seen near alma ata. (2 min) (total 32 min german 1600) 3. Music. 
(3 min german 1600) 
4. "Dx program" including information of forthcoming "spring 91" 
competition. (10 min german 1600) 
5. Commercial and music (3 min german 1600) 
6. "Business courier" with brief miscellaneous commercial information and 
advertisments. (9 min german 1700) 
7. "Press review" presenting a review of various article on leneins 
activities published in "pravda", "vechernyaya moskva", "literaturnaya 
gazeta" and "kommunist", enphasizing that lenins work must be seen in the 
context of histroy. (5 min german 1700) 
8. "Cultural magazine" presenting a report on the "sovremennik" theatre in 
moscow which is going to give guest performances in the frg and the end of 
april 91. (28 min german 1700) 
9. "Attention, we are searching" with talk by anatoliy (bezuglov) chairman 
of. the soviet association caring for the graves of soldiers burried on 
soviet soil, on the work of tis ass~9 min german 1700) 
10. Commercial. (3 min geman 1700) 11111111111121/1525~ apr BT #5016~ 
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